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============

In attribute-based systems used for access control, such as Attribute-Based Access Control and Ciphertext-Policy Attribute-Based Encryption (CP-ABE), decisions are made on the basis of attributes, or characteristics of a subject expressed as name-value pairs \[[@CR1], [@CR5]\]. A feature of these systems is that they can achieve anonymous access control, granting access to authorized subjects and denying access to unauthorized subjects without knowledge of the subject's identity. This is not a guarantee that the identity cannot be deduced. CP-ABE encrypts a ciphertext in a policy, and decryption is performed by a private key containing attributes satisfying the policy. CP-ABE is proposed to mediate authenticated key exchange with an anonymous mode \[[@CR9]\]. Suppose a service broadcasts a session key encrypted by a policy. A subject whose private key contains attributes satisfying the policy decrypts the message, obtains the key, and begins communicating with the service via the session key. The service knows that the subject communicating with it is authorized based on possession of the required attributes to obtain the key. The authors claim that the service cannot uniquely identify the subject. All subjects must register with the service to receive a private key, and thus the service knows all attributes of the subjects in the system. If a policy can be composed so that only one subject's attributes satisfy the policy and this policy is used to encrypt the session key, the service knows the identity of the subject using this session key. "Anonymous ABE" uses hidden credentials which can be used to retrieve a session key anonymously, but the receiver anonymity is based on "plausible deniability" due to the fact that anyone can request the message, not just the intended recipient \[[@CR6]\]. Plausible deniability fails if the message is decrypted to gain a session key to obtain authorization, proving that a subject with the correct credentials decrypted the message.

The contribution of this work is to achieve a guaranteed degree of anonymity by requiring that certain properties of attribute distribution hold given a maximum credential size. Policies can be considered disjunctions of conjunctions of attribute values with the most restrictive policy being a single conjunction of many attribute values. Let *t* be the largest number of attributes in a single conjunction. An *anonymizing array* ensures that any assignment of values to *t* attributes that appears in the array appears at least *r* times \[[@CR7]\]. When an anonymizing array is used for subjects registered to a system and policies contain conjunctions of at most *t* attributes, the system cannot identify the subject using the policy for authorization with greater than $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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An *access profile* is an assignment of values to attributes. When attributes are assigned to access profiles for the purpose of anonymous authorization, as in key distribution, rather than existing as real-world attributes of subjects, an anonymizing array is built from scratch. When the set of subject attributes registered to a system is fixed, an anonymizing array determines the largest conjunction that can be used while achieving the anonymity guarantee *r* or, equivalently, the guarantee achievable for the largest conjunction. When subject attributes are immutable but the set of access profiles can be appended, anonymizing arrays provide a mechanism to provide higher anonymity guarantees. Constructions for anonymizing arrays must account for constraints on attributes and, due to the security application, must not rely randomness in order to achieve the guarantee with a high probability. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Definitions and relationship to covering arrays are in Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}. Construction algorithms are in Sect. [3](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}. Results are in Sect. [4](#Sec9){ref-type="sec"}, and conclusions are in Sect. [5](#Sec10){ref-type="sec"}.

Anonymizing Arrays {#Sec2}
==================

Definitions {#Sec3}
-----------

Consider an array with *N* rows and *k* columns and each column *i* for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_i$$\end{document}$ symbols. The rows of the array are access profiles, columns are attributes, and symbols in a column are the values for the attribute. To express the parameters of the array, write AA$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_i$$\end{document}$. Write AA(*N*; *r*, *t*, *k*, *v*) when the number is the same for all columns. Such an array is *(r, t)-anonymous* if, when choosing an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$1 \le t \le k$$\end{document}$, each row that appears is repeated at least *r* times. A *credential* is a tuple of attribute-value pairs presented for an authorization decision. The *maximum credential size* is *t* and *r* is the *anonymity guarantee*. Given an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v_i$$\end{document}$. An access profile may represent a subject or it may be *padding*, a row added to reach an anonymity guarantee. Access profiles need not be unique. The rows or columns of the array can be shuffled to obtain an equivalent array on the same parameters.

*Hard constraints* are credentials that cannot appear, while *soft constraints* are credentials that need not appear, but are not illegal. That is, hard constraints and non-appearing soft constraints must appear 0 times, while soft constraints that appear and all unconstrained credentials must appear at least *r* times. Hard constraints may give rise to *implicit hard constraints* that cause there to be no feasible solution. Constraints must be considered when appending padding rows to an anonymizing array to reach the anonymity guarantee *r*.

Anonymizing arrays containing groups of highly similar access profiles may lead to affiliating subjects with and tracking subjects by their groups; \[[@CR7]\] develops the following metrics to detect this similarity. *Local homogeneity* describes how often an access profile appears in small groups of similar access profiles, and *global homogeneity* is the average local homogeneity. The *neighborhood* of a credential is the set of access profiles possessing the credential. The *closeness* of a pair of access profiles is a sum of their *weight* over all credentials, and the weight of a pair of access profiles on a credential is inversely proportionate to the size of the neighborhood of the credential if the access profiles are in the neighborhood. Let $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Relationship to Covering Arrays {#Sec4}
-------------------------------

A *covering array* denoted CA(*N*; *t*, *k*, *v*) is an $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v^t$$\end{document}$ combinations of symbols, called *interactions*, appears as a row. When different columns can have different numbers of symbols, it is a *mixed-level covering array* MCA$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda =1$$\end{document}$ is implied. Anonymizing arrays are similar to covering arrays with constraints and higher coverage. The primary difference due to application is in the desired homogeneity property, but also in how constraints are treated. For covering arrays, the norm is to define the interactions that must not appear (hard constraints), then to define the interactions that might appear (soft constraints, possibly further divided into "don't care" and "avoid"), and then to derive the interactions that must appear \[[@CR3]\]. For anonymizing arrays, the access profiles provided define the unconstrained credentials. The system specification defines the hard constraints, and the soft constraints are defined to be the remaining credentials that are in neither set. Given an anonymizing array without a defined set of constraints, it may be impossible to distinguish the soft and hard constraints from the set of non-appearing credentials. The same difficulty arises distinguishing the soft constraints from the unconstrained credentials. Care must be taken when converting between covering arrays and anonymizing arrays that constraints are categorized correctly. Many construction algorithms exist for building covering arrays, though few explicitly include constraint handling or higher coverage requirements. The following non-exhaustive list of relationships elucidate how to use covering array constructions to build anonymizing arrays.
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                \begin{document}$$\lambda $$\end{document}$ times if it appears once. Then soft constraints must not be present in a covering array used as an anonymizing array. There must also exist a mapping of soft constraints in the anonymizing array onto either hard constraints in the covering array if they do not appear or onto unconstrained interactions if they do.
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Construction Algorithms {#Sec5}
=======================

Moser-Tardos-Style Column Resampling Algorithm {#Sec6}
----------------------------------------------

Algorithm 1 is a Moser-Tardos-style column resampling algorithm (MTCR) \[[@CR8]\]. A *bad event* is either a violation of a hard constraint or lack of necessary coverage on unconstrained or soft constraints. A candidate is checked systematically until either no bad events are found or an iteration limit is reached. If any bad event is found, all involved columns are resampled. If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sum _{T \in \mathcal {T}} \prod _{i \in T}v_i$$\end{document}$ possible credentials, the position of *T* in colexicographic ordering of the sets is the *rank*. Estimating the number of rows is not obvious, so rows are added until coverage is met or an iteration limit is reached. When provided a set of rows, MTCR adds padding to meet the guarantee and forbids resampling of initial rows. When building from scratch, the candidate starts with no rows or an initial number of randomly populated rows is computed as *r* times the maximum number of non-constrained credentials of any rank. Adding rows too often may produce more rows than needed, while the iteration limit may be reached when adding conservatively. Too few rows can contribute to lack of *r* coverage, but not to presence of a constraint, as more rows increase the likelihood of a constraint appearing. The candidate is checked by a fixed ordering, so it is expected, though not guaranteed, that fewer bad events exist in a candidate when checking a higher rank. The number of resamplings due to a lack of coverage bad event since adding the last row is used to estimate progress. To add rows readily when bad events occur early, the number of resamplings to add a row is proportional to the amount remaining to check.

Conditional Expectation Heuristic Search Algorithm {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------------

Algorithm 2, Conditional Expectation Heuristic Search (CEHS), is a greedy, one-row-at-a-time algorithm that combines ideas from conditional expectation with a heuristic to avoid constraints \[[@CR2], [@CR4]\]. Call a credential not-yet-*r*-covered if it is unconstrained appearing fewer than *r* times or a soft constraint appearing between 0 and *r* times. The expectation for a row is the number of not-yet-*r*-covered credentials that are covered if symbols are assigned to columns randomly. Given a row with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The heuristic lies in redefining $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varLambda (c) ={\left\{ \begin{array}{ll} \frac{r - \text {times }c\text { covered}}{r} \text { if }c\text { is unconstrained or an appearing soft constraint,}\\ 0 \text { if }c\text { is a non-appearing soft constraint,}\\ \frac{-1}{({{k-1} \atopwithdelims (){t-1}}-1)ry^t} : y = \max \nolimits _{i=1}^{k}v_i, c\text { a hard constraint with}\ge 1 \text { free column,}\\ -{{k-1} \atopwithdelims (){t-1}} \text {, }c\text { a hard constraint with 0 free columns.}\\ \end{array}\right. }$$\end{document}$$As with MTCR, a feasibility check should be conducted beforehand or an iteration limit used, as some scenarios can still result in infinite looping. CEHS lacks complete lookahead, so a series of local decisions based on the ordering of columns in an execution can lead to the placement of some hard constraint even if an anonymizing array exists. In this case, CEHS aborts and can be run again.

Homogeneity Post-Optimization {#Sec8}
-----------------------------

We develop a post-optimization strategy in Algorithm 3 to reduce the homogeneity of an array by *crossover*, or swapping credentials between two access profiles. A first idea is to distance similar access profiles by identifying a high homogeneity access profile, *u*, and the access profile *v* with the largest *closeness*(*u*, *v*). Then if credential *c* has the largest *weight*(*u*, *v*, *c*), we might swap the symbols of *u* and access profile *w* in the columns of credential *c* for which *weight*(*u*, *w*, *c*) is smallest. Computationally, this approach requires storage of the weight array whereas closeness can be computed as sums without the intermediary weights. Additionally, the view at the granularity level of weight does not inform how close *u* and *w* are on other credentials. They may be identical in all columns except some of *c*, and so crossover simply swaps *u* and *w* but the overall homogeneity of the array has not changed. Instead, select *u* and *w* such that *homogeneity*(*u*) is highest and *closeness*(*u*, *w*) is lowest. The key is to "decouple" *u* from *u*'s group and create a link between *u*'s group and *w*, an access profile outside the group, doing the same with *w* and *w*'s group by swapping some credentials of *u* and *w*.
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                \begin{document}$$\left( {\begin{array}{c}k\\ t\end{array}}\right) -\left( {\begin{array}{c}k-t\\ t\end{array}}\right) $$\end{document}$ other credentials, so how to make the best decision without considering all possibilities is unclear. A middle path between random row resampling and computationally intensive search is to generate a set of child arrays by conducting crossover to probabilistically swap blocks of attributes between *u* and the *S* access profiles with the lowest closeness scores with *u*. The child with the lowest global homogeneity without violating hard constraints and meeting the anonymity guarantee becomes the parent of the next generation. As mentioned, swapping one credential changes up to $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\left( {\begin{array}{c}k\\ t\end{array}}\right) -\left( {\begin{array}{c}k-t\\ t\end{array}}\right) $$\end{document}$ other credentials in the same access profile. An affected credential that appears few times may fall below *r* coverage in all of the children allowed in a generation. In this case, the parent is retained and random resampling by *mutation* is conducted to allow additional appearances of the credential that is eliminated by resampling to occur elsewhere in the array to regain (*r*, *t*)-anonymity. It is not obvious how to set the mutation rate or how many and which rows to mutate. Additional tunable parameters include the set size of access profiles with which to swap, the blocksize of attributes to swap, the probability of swapping, and the number and size of generations. Stopping conditions include a generation limit, number of generations without reduced homogeneity, or meeting the expected global homogeneity.

Results {#Sec9}
=======

*Comparison of MTCR and CEHS.* In tests to construct $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Comparison to Replicated Mixed-Level Covering Arrays with Constraints.* A "from scratch" construction is used when attributes are assigned arbitrarily to subjects, as in key distribution. We compare the performance of CEHS against a covering array copy construction (CAcopy). CEHS is executed for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Comparison to Replicated Covering Arrays without Constraints.* We construct a set of arrays, AA(245*r*; *r*, 3, 10, 5) by making $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Evaluation of Homogeneity Post-optimization (HP).* HP contains a number of tunable parameters, and details for the implementation tested here are in \[[@CR7]\]. An example of the reduction of global homogeneity on an AA$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(62;3,2,10,(5^14^23^32^2))$$\end{document}$ generated by CEHS with six hard constraints is in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}.
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Although anonymizing arrays differ from covering arrays in essential ways, constructive algorithms for covering arrays underlie useful algorithms for constructing anonymizing arrays. Indeed, this connection leads to copy constructions to produce arrays "from scratch" as well as two methods to add rows to a partial array (CEHS and MTCR). CEHS outperforms both MTCR and the copy constructions, both in terms of the number of rows generated and the homogeneity. Nevertheless, none of the construction methods examined ensures low homogeneity. To address this, we propose a "post-optimization" method (called HP) to reduce homogeneity, and provide preliminary evidence that HP is a reasonable first approach.
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